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President Smith asked to Resign
by Robert DeLaRosa and Susan Nisonger

The aftershocks from the resignation of
Dr. Octavio Villalpando and reassignment
of Dr. Cecelia Burciaga are still being felt
throughout the campus of CSUMB. A
group, known as the student coalition orga
nized, met with President Peter Smith and
Provost Dell Felder on March 31,1999 and
presented them with a petition asking for
their resignations. A week later the
Chicano/Latino Faculty and Staff
Association of Cal State Monterey Bay
(CLFSA) also met with the president and
provost, giving them a resolution request
ing their resignations.

"I’ve seen colleague
after colleague
demoted and
demeaned,"
-Ruben Mendoza
The student meeting with the president
began with the student coalition (dressed in
all black) making their entrance in a single
file line. The coalition read the petition and
asked for their resignation. Smith was given
until 4:00 Thursday to make his decision.
Smith immediately replied that he would
not resign. He went on to say that the coali
tion really had no power to make him do

and staff leadership. This ‘chilling effect’
combined with workload has resulted in
exhaustion and frustration."
Also of concern, the resolution cited fail
ure to establish practices of shared decision
making, comprehensive and participatory
planning and the support for governance
that has resulted in little diversity structured
into decision-making processes.
"This is a crisis of the spirit of the
University," Smith said in reaction to the
last three weeks of events. "I know they are
very angry and people have feeling which
need to be honored."
Perhaps the most emotional issue for all

Faculty staff and students clapped in unison as they left President Smith’s office
photo by Michael Todd Lueck
anything.
students’ loss of trust in the ability to enjoy
"Peter Smith responded like a politician, the education they were promised and the
arrogantly without thought towards the leadership’s lack of experience and expermeaning of what the students proposed," tise in California.
wrote Student Voice President Sarah Lerma
The CLFSA resolution also stated,
in a statement posted on the campus e-mail, "Whereas the fear of reprisals for speaking
FirstClass.
out, the management of dissent, the history
The following week’s meeting with of personnel practices (that includes reas
CLFSA was a delivery and reading of their signment, isolation, resulting in the attrition
"Resolution of the Chicano/Latino Faculty of faculty and staff of color) creates condi
and Staff Association of Cal State Monterey tions of duress, which are untenable. The
Bay," entitled, "The Failure of Leadership." result of these practices is the development
The resolution sited the leadership’s failure of a climate of distrust, a hostile work envi
to create the broad foundation for diversity, ronment and in the loss of critical faculty

"This is a crisis of
the spirit of the
University,"
-President Smith
concerned is that both CLFSA and the stu
dent coalition are concerned that Smith and
Felder are veering away from the
University’s treasured Vision Statement.
The Failure of Leadership resolution stated,
"In selecting some elements of the VISION
the leadership has been able to reprioritize
resources and re-define the focus of the
University’s commitment."
cont. on page 11

CFA Declares Right to Strike
by Caroline Musto
After months of negotiating with the
CSU system, CSU faculty have been
given the right to strike by the union
which represents a large percentage of
CSUMB’s faculty and, by law, their deci
sion affects all faculty in the CSU system.
Members of the California Faculty
Association (CFA) rejected a tentative
contract agreement with the CSU system
on February 29, 1999. After months of
unsuccessful negotiations, the CFA
Delegate Assembly, the collective bar
gaining agent for the CSU, passed a State
of Strike Resolution on March 29, 1999.
Many stereotypical strike actions are
illegal under state labor law. Sick outs and
intermittent strikes are deemed illegal.
Peaceful pickets or full strikes, however,
are legal.
According to Jim May, a CSUMB facul
ty member for the Institute for Computer
Science and Technology, CFA’s local
Chapter President of CFA, and Treasurer
INSIDE

"We don’t want to do anything to upset
students lives,"

-Nubra Floyd

for the statewide CFA representing the
20,000+faculty of the CSU, a State of
Strike resolution authorizes, but in no way
requires, the faculty at all CSU campuses
to plan and implement job actions in three
graduated steps; Level I: Actions that that
would not interfere with student learning
and services, but would make it difficult
for the administration to implement it’s
policies. Professors would still teach class
but they may refuse to attend certain fac
ulty meetings. Level II: Actions that
involve "work to rule," such as enforcing
course prerequisites and not accepting
over enrollment in classes. Level III:
Actions involving work stoppages includ
ing a complete halt to teaching. Level III

actions would be implemented if Level I
and II actions do not satisfactorily resolve
the contract struggle.
Faculty members say students will not
be affected by the initial stages of a strike
action. "We don’t want to do anything to
upset students lives," said Nubra Floyd,
Associate Professor of Collaborative
Education at CSUMB. The CFA is wor
ried about how students will perceive a
strike and they noted that there is hope for
more credibility with students to get the
students to support a strike. If a strike
were to be called at CSUMB classes
would likely be in session at the scheduled
times at Level 1 and 2. However, Level 3
would cancel classes of faculty who went

on strike. What, if any, level is CSUMB
on? According to May, "Part of getting
what we want is the element of surprise. If
we do get to level III it won’t be until the
fall semester of 1999."
The reasons for the strike aren’t just
about money. The CFA’s resistance to the
Chancellors Office’s efforts to impose a
merit pay system has been the main issue
throughout the negotiations.
Ken Swisher, Media Relations Manager
for the Chancellors Office says, "with the
Chancellor’s suggested increase in the
merit pay pool to 40%, the salary pool
could allow two to three times as many
faculty to receive merit pay increases as in
previous years."
All other U.S. institutions with which
the CSU is compared in terms of compen
sation have a merit pay system, and over
half of those institutions base 100% of
salary increases on performance. Merit
cont. on page 11
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CSUMB News
A Packed House and a Boisterous Crowd attends the
First President’s Symposium
by Robert DeLaRosa and James Thomas Green
emotion said to the protesters, "would you
On April 5, 1999, CSUMB held its inau please do us the honor of letting us hear. We
gural president’s symposium at the World symphonize with you, but don’t dishonor us
Theatre. The symposium was the first in a like this." They relented and the sympo
series dedicated to exploring Teaching and sium continued. Dr. Smith commented, "I
Learning for the twenty-first century.
was counting on a packed house and a bois
The title of the symposium was "Ways of terous crowd, but I’m not sure this was what
Knowing and Diversity." The speakers I had in mind."
were two prominent scholars from the
Takaki and Christian engaged in a dia
Ethnic Studies Program at UC Berkley. logue that was moderated by Dr. Christine
They were Dr. Ronald Takaki and Dr. Sleeter of CSUMB. They spoke of affirma
Barbara Christian. Dr. Takaki is the author tive action and the need for multi-cultural
of the most widely used college text in mul education not only in colleges but also in
ticultural U.S. history. He is a first high school, junior high school and primary
generation college student only because of school.
affirmative action. Dr. Barbara Christian is
The CSUMB vision statement was a fre
a leading scholar of Black Feminist Theory quent topic of discussion. "One of the
and because she has often been a pioneer, things that struck me (about the vision state
she has often been "the first to be the only ment) is how ambitious it is. "I wish we had
one."
one like it at "UC (Berkeley)," Christian
The action began before the official start said. Takaki said, "I like this Vision
of the program. A group of CSUMB stu Statement. I find it powerful. It speaks to
dents, formerly known as the Student me personally."
Coalition, now renamed the Vision
Takaki spoke harshly about the amount of
Coalition, held a protest rally outside the tenured faculty in relation to the number of
World Theater. The rally was in protest of students. CSUMB began with fourteen
CSUMB’s alleged deficiencies in following tenured faculty and still only has fourteen
the Vision Statement. They marched in a tenured faculty. While the size of the stu
circle calling such chants as "Students now. dent body has grown, the number of tenured
Students First!"
"Practice what you faculty has remained at fourteen and the
preach!" "We want education, not segrega increased workload has been made up by
tion!" "Stop ethnic cleansing."
part-time and temporary employees who
As the time to enter the theatre grew near, are paid hourly and receive no benefits.
one of the group’s leaders spoke. The group "Fourteen-hundred students and only four
was told not to be intimidated and that they teen tenured faculty? Haven’t you hired
had every right to be there. Referring to the any more?" questioned Takaki. This com
police presence, they were told, "The police ment drew one of the largest applause of the
are here to support us, not break us up." event.
During the event, the police did not need to
Multiculturalism was a hot topic. Takaki
take any action against the group.
said students should not simply meet the
The World Theater was packed with a multicultural class requirements without
crowd of about 350 attendees. When knowing why they are taking the classes. .
President Peter Smith took the podium to Christian said, "multiculturalism should not
speak, the Vision Coalition turned their start at the university level" and "multicul
backs to him in protest. Then some started turalism will eventually become a fact
a rhythmic clapping pattern. At first, Smith because it has to."
seemed to take the clapping as applause and
Takaki spoke of funding issues.
"The
as a sign of approval and thanked the clap California budget is exploding. The ques
pers. However the clapping continued and tion is ‘how do you cut the pie. We are the
the event drew to a brief standstill. The taxpayers. The pie is moving in our direc
coalition clapped until a silver-haired tion."
woman stood up and in a voice choked with
The question was asked about how they

would create a multicultural curriculum.
Takaki said, "Create a curriculum which
students can see themselves. A bottom-up
curriculum." Christian said, "I have never
seen administration or faculty do what they
need to do without pressure from students."
A question asked whether a member of
one culture could teach about the experi
ences of another culture. Takaki spoke
about his own experiences when he taught
UCLA’s first black history class during the
era of the Watts Riots. He entered the class
room and there was a high level of
conversation, then silence. T commented
upon what people must have been thinking,
"funny, doesn’t look black." Before he
could begin his lecture, a student asked
"What revolutionary tools are we going to
learn in this class." T replied, "we are going
to learn American history and the experi
ences of African Americans. We are also
going to learn writing and critical thinking
skills. These are revolutionary tools." T
eventually became the faculty advisor to the
black student union. Word spread about the
"bad Asian dude at UCLA."
A question was asked about the role of
"Whiteness studies" in the University.
Christian said that it often takes the form of
"OK, now blacks have their black thing.
Now we have our white thing." Takaki
spoke about "feel-good white studies."
"White is not a culture. White people are
diverse too." However he advocated
including studies of European immigrant
groups.
A question was asked as to what actions
could be taken immediately. Christian said,
" You have to figure it out in your own con
text. Ronald and I could tell you what to do
and then go back to Berkeley."
Then Takaki said, "that’s what I’m going
to do," and got another big laugh from the
audience. He said, "The faculty should
develop community. The Faculty should
form a senate and govern." Takaki then
spoke about how the UC Berkeley students
forced multicultural teaching. They occu
pied the faculty club bldg, during lunchtime
and clogged the sandwich bar. Some facul
ty took this well remembering their own
days of protests in the 60s, but one conserv

ative faculty said "you can stick your multi
culturalism up your ass." Takaki then said,
"I hope people don’t say professor T said
occupy. You don’t have a faculty club, only
a building one." The audience roared with
laughter at this.
A woman asked in sign language whom to
include deaf people. She spoke of how
there’s talk of including deaf people in
events, but then the reality of the cost of hir
ing a sign-interpreter set in. Christian
commented, "Just by asking the question,
you are educating us." "Each group must
express how it feels oppressed."
A question referred to CSUMB’s Internet
open forum and the rude behavior of some
people regarding the discussions of multi
culturalism. How can we promote respect?
Christian commented, "That’s an indication
that you need multiculturalism."
Christen pointed out "we are not all the
same just because we are people of color."
She also admonished to include gender
studies because "culture often means
"male."
When Ray Martinez, a member of the
vision coalition, took his turn to ask a ques
tion, he called out for Dell Felder and asked
Peter Smith why he was not taking notes on
the diversity issue. This personal attack
drew both laughter and applause as well as
groans and a few hisses from the audience.
He went on to criticize CSUMB for having
the organizational structure of a corporation
rather than one of power-sharing university.
A faculty member asked them if the
Vision Statement was possible with only
part-time and temporary faculty and the
answer was simply "no". Takaki went on to
say, "I think The Vision Statement is worth
less unless it is connected with action".
Takaki said, "the key is faculty-faculty-fac
ulty. The way faculty is being hired here,
you can’t build a strong multicultural pro
gram."
Dr. Amalia Mesa-Bains closed the sym
posium with a passionate speech about
practicing what we preach and questioned
the audience on what it is they practice
when they preach.

GRADUATE ALMANAC: Nikki Sannicolas
by Troy Martin
"Make the most of your education, and
find the direction you want to go." says
Nikki Sannicolas, and that is just what she
is doing. After graduating from CSUMB
with a BS in Social and Behavioral
Sciences (SBSC) this last year,
Sannicolas had a tough choice ahead of
her. Having applied to both Harvard and
Northeastern University, both schools
accepted her into their Master’s to Ph.D.
program.
However, when Sannicolas re-entered
school with an Associate of Science after
being in the Army and the local work
force since the 80s. When she did re-enter
for her final stint, her original thought of
applying to San Jose State University for
a Masters in Social Work was largely
altered.
"Being involved in the multidiscipli
nary program at SBSC, I became much
more interested in more than just social
2 • Otter Realm* April 13,1999

work. The Anthropological component at
SBSC opened up a whole new dimension
of the global and cultural components of
social and behavioral sciences."
Furthermore, CSUMB’s technological
competency emphasis revealed to her a
whole new side to social work, "The
Internet is changing the way we commu
nicate, [it] paves the way for mass media
to be an interactive process ... This is also
a fairly new field with lots of opportuni
ty,"
So with her new ambition intact,
Sannicolas began applying to Masters
programs in Sociology and Social
Anthropology that would lead into a
Ph.D. The institutions in Boston seemed
most encouraging since "there are several
programs and scholars [in the area] who
were actively doing social science
research in this field." As she went on to
explain, "When you apply to graduate

school, you need to look for a program
and an individual (professor) with
research interests that are similar to your
own." Moreover, "one thing that I have
learned [is that] agencies want to know
that you are working with a professor who
has knowledge, interest, and experience
in the topic you are proposing to
research." She found just what she was
looking for at Northeastern, furthermore
the campus offered her a full ride scholar
ship.
"A lot of people have questions about
how I managed to get fully funded."
Having started early in thinking of gradu
ate school possibilities, Sannicolas had
the chance to contact several professors
with similar interests and find out what
funding they could offer.
"You’d be surprised how many offer
full scholarships as well as stipends in
exchange for being a teaching assistant"

Sannicolas said.
Sannicolas has been a teaching assistant
for the last 2 quarters and is now working
as a project assistant in a service learning
type class and as a research assistant to
several professors in her department. She
will receive her Masters this December
and then begin her dissertation on how
Internet access can improve that quality
of life in disabled and homebound indi
viduals. All this will be done with the
intention of moving towards her doctor
ate.
Upon receiving her Ph.D., Sannicolas is
hoping to work in a rural or developing
community "teaching and bringing tech
nology into the classroom, computers are
becoming a part of the social worked, and
there are areas that have not had much
opportunity to use them. Besides" she
adds from the snowy east coast "I’ll be
happy to get out of the city."
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Letters to the Editor
Sarah Lerma
I am extremely hurt by the recent
events that have taken place on this cam
pus and by the response we have
received as students by administration. I
came to this campus in the fall of 1995 a
week after my eighteenth birthday. The
only thing I knew about this University
was that it was in Monterey, on a former
military base and it was brand new. I
liked the idea of "creating" a university.
I liked the idea that I wouldn’t be told
"no" based on the reason "We’ve always
done it like that." I liked the idea of hav
ing possibilities.
I walked into the Pomeroy for
our orientation and for the first time I
heard words like ULR’s, MLO’s, multi
culturalism, diversity, technologically
advanced, service learning, bilingual
ism, and the Vision Statement. And I
heard President Smith speak passionate
ly about wanting student input and
involvement in creating this university
together and for the first time I felt like
my experience, as a student, would be
important. I felt like I could make a dif
ference, like my voice would count.
I wasn’t a political person in
high school. I wasn’t involved in stu
dent government or politics at all. I
never expected to get involved in poli
tics here either, but due to the time I
arrived at this school and due to the
chaotic nature of it all, I felt the need to
step up to the challenge that laid ahead
of us and feeling like I mattered heavily
influenced my decision.
I am the Vision Statement. I
am Chicana. I am from Gilroy, which is
part of the Tri-County area. I was a part
of the Talent Search program in high
school. I am from a family that is con
sidered low-income and I am a part of
the first generation in my family to
attend college. And it hurts me deeply
that I am under attack.
I have spent the last four years
involving myself in this university. I
have worked at Outreach & Recruitment
working to get high school students not
only to attend CSUMB but to attend col
lege in general. I worked in the Student
Information Center telling the outside
community what CSUMB had to offer
them. I worked with the Service
Learning Institute as a University
Service Advocate creating ties with
community partners and helping stu
dents better understand the meaning of
community participation and the impor
tance of reciprocity and reflection as a
part of service learning. I currently work
in Academic Advising advising unde
clared students on what classes to take
and how to fulfill ULR’s. I’ve volun
teered more hours than I can count and I
have learned more about people then I
ever thought I could. I am one of the
proud authors of the book, "Education
as Emancipation; Women on Welfare
Speak Out." I went on the first Outward
Bound trip and I’ve gone on Otter Days
twice as a student leader in order to meet
new students and I visited half of the
freshman Proseminar 100 classes last
semester to find out what it’s like to
come into CSUMB now. I’ve been
involved in student government for two

years. I ama HCOM major and a gradu
ating senior and if anyone has a vested
interest in this university it’s me.
I have worked or volunteered
at all levels and facets of this university
and it saddens me to see all of the injus
tice that has occurred over the last four
years. I, and other students, have been
extremely patient, caring, and under
standing. I have tried to work with and
through the system in order to help stu
dents and in order to make the Vision a
reality. I cannot tell you how hurt I was
to walk into the meeting with Peter
Smith and the student coalition. Dell
Felder showed some emotion and that I
can respect. President Smith responded
as a politician, arrogantly without
thought towards the meaning of what
students proposed.
Yesterday was not a great day
for me because I, as a pioneering stu
dent, I, as a Chicana, I, as the President
of Student Voice, I, as a graduating
senior who will have the words
California State University Monterey
Bay on my diploma, have lost all trust,
confidence and respect of our lead
administration. From this day forward
all of my accomplishments and failures
will reflect CSUMB and vice versa. We
(this university and myself) have
merged and at a place where my blood
runs through the walls and boils. Where
my tears drip, drip, drip, from the class
room ceilings onto students heads I fight
the urge to scream, "I’m so sorry. I’m
sorry you came here believing that you
would be taken seriously. I’m sorry that
you came here believing you would
count. I’m sorry that this university’s
administration has let you down."
I have witnessed the increasing
gap between administration, faculty,
staff and students. I have seen a tremen
dous shift in priorities away from
students and towards administrators and
generating revenue. When 4.6 million
dollars is put into bldg. 47, the bldg, that
was initially going to be a ‘one stop
shop’ for students, turned into the
President’s bldg, and when I am told that
the university does not have $175,000 to
put towards bldg. 14 becoming a student
center, I question where our priorities
truly are. When our student government
is asked to put money towards the reno
vating of the inappropriate building we
were given without taking into consider
ation that Student Voice monetarily
supports all of the clubs on campus, all
events put on by the Workgroup, internal
business, and has the smallest budget on
campus with the most people to serve, I
question where our priorities lie.
I am the first person who will
stand up to support this school. I will
defend this University’s Vision
Statement with fierce loyalty because it
is not only reflective of my degree, it is
reflective of my heart. Every year I have
watched racial tensions on this campus
and every year our lead administrators
have not taken a strong stance. I’ve seen
and have been a part of task force’s and
committees created to ‘find out what the
problems are.’ I’ve read numerous wellthought, researched, articulate, clear
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findings and have seen nothing done to
implement what we know to be true.
Last year I watched as an email
was released telling all of the "n-word"
to go back to Africa’ and it took days for
President Smith to send out a pansy little
email saying that it was ‘bad’ to send an
email out like that. A basic joke. I’ve
read extremely derogatory statements
put out by students concerning women.
I’ve also read other racist statements and
yet no stance is taken by our lead admin
istrators. How can a University ask me,
as a student, to question my reality, ques
tion how power dynamics work,
question how racism and prejudices
work, question society, when our top
administrators are not asked to do the
same? As far as I’m concerned we, as a
university, are looking for like-minded
individuals to be put into our top admin
istrative roles. If our President and
Provost are not on the same page then
how can they lead this university effec
tively? I believe we have come to a
point of understanding that they can not.
The Vision Statement was
written with the idea that the things stat
ed in it were what this university needed
to offer its students and the state of
California. We need our top leaders to
be committed to our Vision not only ver
bally but also by their actions. I cannot
idly stand by and watch my faculty of
color forced to leave due to racial ten
sions. I cannot idly stand by as my
faculty are fearful of losing their jobs
due to being "too pro-student." I cannot
idly stand by when the students that this
university is supposed to cater to are
ostracized and attacked. I cannot idly
stand by as the university I have devoted
myself to strays away from the docu
ment I hold up as my belief system.
This is an innovative institu
tion. There are wonderful people here
who truly believe in the Vision
Statement. People who are willing to do
whatever it takes to make our vision
become a reality. I consider myself to be
one of those people and if I do not take a
stance now then what the hell have I
been doing the last four years? If I do
not take a stance now, my degree is as
meaningless as the paper it’s printed on.
I will do everything in my power to
voice my concerns and to take action. I
am doing this for myself, I am doing this
for students, I am doing this for future
students, I am doing this for faculty, I am
doing this for future faculty and I am
doing this as a small step towards a more
just world. Please join me in taking
action. Join me in this fight and stand up
for what your degree really means.
Come to the student coalition meeting
tonight at 7:00 on bldg. 86B or write to
your CSU Chancellor:
Dr. Charles Reed
400 Golden Shore room 324
Long Beach, CA 90802 or call him at
(562) 985-2800
or send a fax to (562)985-2749
write to our CSU student Trustee:
Eric Mitchell
5432 Resivor Dr. F5
San Diego,CA 92120 or call him at
(619) 295-5859

by Troy Martin and Tera
Marshall
From its start, CSUMB has endeavored to
become an innovative campus, removing itself
from the pedagogical status quo to "a model,
pluralistic, academic community where all
learn and teach one another in an atmosphere
of mutual respect and pursuit of excellence."
This campus is not the norm. So who then are
these fellow comrades of this great experi
ment, and why are they here? This week the
collective buzz asks the question

Why did you come to CSUMB?

Therse Harvath-Beaudry, HCOM
Junior:
After interviewing the director at San
Jose State I found out their program
was getting away from liberal arts in
their Human Communications
department. Sticking more with the
tradition Shakespeare, Greek,
nothing pattern. So I was suggested
to check out this university and
interviewed Dr. Wang. After that I
was very excited about the professors
and so far I have not been let down.
Paul Larish, ESSP Freshman:
I had never seen the school before,
except maybe in a picture. The
number one reason I came was
because the ESSP program looked
good. The second reason I came to
Monterey is because of the good
waves.
Connie O’Dea, CST Senior:
I came because of the Computer
Technology. I chose it when I needed
to change my goals because of my
disability. It looked like the best
program out there, the pioneering
concept was exciting.
Adam Hocker, Undeclared
Freshman:
I picked CSUMB because it was the
only four year university taking
applications in mid-June.
Stewart Jenkins, Information
Specialist for the Service Learning
Institute:
I used to be a teacher and I liked
working around students.
Maria Concha Salinas,
Coordinator of Community
Participation for the Service
Learning Institute:
I came to CSUMB interested in the
community. I read the catalogue for
the first year and loved the Vision
Statement, and I had an interest in
visual arts.
Debian Marty and Ted Matula,
professors for Human
Communications:
-The Vision Statement!
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How do you feel your department is living up
to the vision statement?
Responses from the
ESSP Community:
ESSP Student Kendia Herrington
(junior):
"I think that ESSP as a whole is trying to
live up to the vision statement of the univer
sity. I know that ESSP has asked to put
funding in for recruitment in getting a more
diverse student body but has been rejected.
Also, every professor that I have ever had in
ESSP have always went out of their way to
help the students out, especially if there is a
student that isn't understanding an aspect in
the class. They all appear to want us to suc
ceed and try their hardest to help out. The
professors aren't just teachers here. They
write the best letters of recommendation, if
you need one, they get you in contact with
future jobs, and most important of all,
they're all friends to every student. Never in
my wildest dreams, would I have thought I
would call my teacher by their first name
and have dinner with them and talk just
about life. For what every person involved
in ESSP gets paid, they go way above and
beyond the call of duty!"
ESSP Student Pat Finch:
"ESSP is for the most part technologically
in the dark. It stresses the policy part too
much, and does not stress the physical sci
ences enough. We have computers, we
should use them for what they are worth,
not just Excel and Word."
ESSP Student Maria Ferdin (senior):
"I can see tell-tale signs of institutional
ization within the department. What this
may mean for multiculturalism or all the
other great and wonderful idealistic notions
we as individuals and collectively strive to
achieve, I don’t know."
ESSP Student Gina Hamilton:
"I feel that the vast majority of ESSP fac
ulty, students, and staff believe in the same
concepts as put forth in the Vision
Statement simply due to the nature of the
program and the persons it attracts. ESSP
carries an equitable, unified vision, which is
the general idea of the Vision Statement, as
I interpret it.
"The ESSP Institute is highly student-ori
ented. Individual faculty and staff attempt
to take into account the individual student
and his/her needs. I feel that students are
incorporated into decision-making process
es more often here than it seems you might
see at other Universities. While this may be
a virtue of it's current size, right now it is a
reality.
"There seem to be on-going efforts
through ESSP and through ESSP/Service
Learning collaboration to reach out to the
members of this diverse community with
the intention of encouraging them to join us
in our pursuit of education, science and

excellence. In addition, I can think of very
few classes I have had since coming here in
the Fall of 1996 that have not incorporated
social and economic justice/equity into
their curriculum to either a small or a great
degree.
"While it does appear that the majority of
ESSP faculty are "white", someone would
be hard-pressed to convince me that they
were hired for any other reason than that
they were chosen as the best people for their
positions. The presence of many female
members of the ESSP faculty and staff is
obvious and I would estimate that the
majority of ESSP students are female.”
ESSP Faculty Ernesto Franco:
"As the only Chicano faculty in ESSP, I
feel it is my duty to say that recruiting, nur
turing and retaining students, faculty and
staff of diverse backgrounds is not only a
frequently and passionately discussed topic
at ESSP planning meetings, but also that
most of us feel that serving California's
diverse communities is a core value that our
institute must live up to and implement. My
experience at ESSP has convinced me that it
would be difficult to find a more diverse
group of top-notch scientists in our society.
Before arriving at CSUMB, I knew that it
was going to be a hard, uphill battle to
achieve excellence and multiculturalism
under the chaotic and resource-constrained
circumstances of any start-up. I have felt
some disappointments at CSUMB during
the past two years, mostly a pattern of non
delivery on promises made, as well as a lack
of focus, on the part of the administration.
Nevertheless, my experience, at least until
the last few days, has been overwhelmingly
positive. I am now deeply concerned that
the seismic rifts which have recently sur
faced, not tear down the structure we have
all worked so hard for. I have said in the
past that "vision" requires a telescope to see
farther than ten or twenty years in the
future: it is impossible to totally implement
the CSUMB vision statement in today's
California, but it must be something we
seek to achieve as our university matures.
Unfortunately, instead of telescopes, I see a
lots of magnifying glasses being used.
Physics hint: it takes two magnifying glass
es seeing "eye-to-eye" to make a telescope."
Watershed Instutute/ESSP/Service
Learning Faculty, Laura Lienk:
"We here at the Watershed Institute hold
the University's vision statement before us
in all our work. The Return of the Natives
Restoration Education Project (RON), the
Watershed Institute's education and out
reach arm, has as its goal ‘bringing people
to nature, and nature to people, through
direct hands-on involvement with habitat
restoration projects.’
"Through the work of over 4,500 area
school children (mainly from the Salinas
Valley) who have participated in restoration
plantings throughout the community, 175
area teachers have been trained, 900 com
munity members have been involved as

volunteers in plantings, 10 school-site
greenhouses producing tens of thousands of
native plants annually are managed by
school children. Native plant gardens are
springing up on school grounds thanks to
RON's involvement with CSUMB's service
learning programs. Each summer 5-10 eco
nomically disadvantaged high school
students from all over the county participate
in our summer restoration internship-sev
eral of those students are now part of the
CSUMB student body. On the ecological
sense a huge city park is being restored with
students, acres and acres of damaged natur
al land on Ft. Ord is being restored, sand
dunes are coming alive with native plants.
"Always our work has targeted underrep
resented or disadvantaged youth with the
view that: ‘growing nature, grows opportu
nity, and grows peace and understanding.’
Our goal is to create a green pipeline of
understanding and positive action that starts
in elementary schools, continues through
high school, and then opens doors into high
er education."
ESSP Faculty Henrik Kibak:
"I think ESSP has done fairly well within
it's resource base. We have made a commit
ment as an Institute to teaching SL200,
"Introduction to Service in Multicultural
Communities." The NSF-funded elephant
seal curriculum project is being developed
in collaboration with a Mexican research
institute and is designed as a bilingual and
bicultural science curriculum. If you look at
the syllabus for ESSP 305 you will see that
there is a commitment even there in a labo
ratory science class, to the core values of the
vision statement.
"The main problem we have as an insti
tute is sufficient resources to conduct a
supportive outreach program to local feeder
schools, AND resources to continue that
culturally safe and supportive environment
once students from underserved and under
represented backgrounds get here.
"We have the opportunity here in the
Salinas Valley to build an Institute that is
known #1 for its excellence and rigor and
#2 for its success at preparing students from
working class backgrounds for scientific
and technical jobs in the 21 st century. What
we need are people in the schools and with
in the institute that can reach these students
and let them understand "what the rules of
the game" are and how they can be success
ful... administrators and faculty who come
from these same backgrounds, have learned
the hard way, speak the language, and have
the trust of the students. That's why it is so
disturbing to see the attrition of these very
same people from our campus.
"I think it is telling that Bill Head made
student academic support services and out
reach the number one priority of last year's
ESSP budget request and was turned down
by the administration. Yet he found ways to
eke out a minimal program anyway.
Experience has shown we need much
more."

Editorial Policy

To the ESSP Director:
Is ESSP (and ICST) living
up to the University Vision
Statement?
Dr. Chris Hasegawa, Director
Institute for Earth System Science and
Policy
Institute for Communication Science
and Technology
The CSUMB Vision Statement encom
passes a vast array of positive Goals and
Ideals for the University. However, it is
unlikely that the University will ever reach
a static point at which all of these ideas are
continually actualized. Ongoing personal
and institutional efforts must be made to
make the Vision Statement part of our day
to day reality. ESSP and ICST, like other
Institutes on campus, are making headway
in realizing some parts of the Vision
Statement, and struggling with other parts.
But the Institutes' faculty and staff were
recruited with the Vision Statement as a
central focus, and I believe that their com
mitment is still very strong.
chris_hasegawa @ monterey. edu

Response from the
Computer Science
and Technology
community
Ken Wanderman
CST Professor:
I am a strong believer in ethnic diversity.
My own children are natives of India.
There is a lot of ethnic diversity on this
campus, in faculty, staff, students and
administration. Whenever and wherever
there is ethnic diversity there will also be
pressures as each group seeks to ensure that
they are not being discriminated against and
gets its fair share. That is at it should be. It
is both positive and necessary that we ques
tion our hiring and firing practices and our
treatment of students. This is a university
and engaging in on-going dialog of these
issues are part of what we do. What is dis
turbing in the discussion is the irresponsible
personal attacks and outrageous statements
made by some people in the name of diver
sity. Without a civilized and rational dialog
we are no better than a mob and will make
no better decisions than a mob can. I hope
that we will examine our commitment to
diversity and that we will adhere more to
Martin Luther King's ideal of judging peo
ple on their deeds and not on the color of
their skin.
cont. on page 5
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More Responses

CSUMB Voices Are Heard

by Peter Smith

Cont. from previous page

Responses from
Teledramatic Arts
and Technology:
Preston Mullins
I don't sense much racial tension, my
director is latino (phil esparza). I appreciate
learning Spanish here . It does help to have
minorities represented in the department,
there aren't too many communication prob
lems in TAT.
Jennifer Browne, Junior
In our film history we're watching films
from india, japan, and italy from the twen
ties through the 60's you get to see different
ways of life across time, diversity is part of
our learning.
Kelly Palmer
I think TAT is pretty balanced, I haven't
seen a problem as far as multicultural
oppression, if anything all of our diversity
brings the class together and rounds it out
and makes our classes and projects more
fulfilling, it adds to our experience.
Steven Levinson, TAT Professor
The vision speaks about specifically
serving working class and underpriviledged
people, I don't think that that tat has focused
on that, the vision statement also speaks
about technology, its not really whether the
major has lived up to the vision statement,
but where it has focused.

dents. I believe when you have so many
cultures, languages and talents from such a
diverse group this helps one grow together
for one purpose so that we can value, culti
vate creative and productive talents, of all
so it can better our communities and the
quality of life. The quality of life deterio
rates when we do not understand each other
and we don’t respect each other. World
Languages and Cultures has so many
worlds of cultures and languages working
together to understand and respect each
other.
I strongly believe that when you have a
leader who practices serving the diverse
people with actions, not merely words, then
the rest of the people will follow. I believe
it is being practiced in this department
Guillermo Herrera, Spanish Language
Tutor & WLC Major
"I think the WLC complies with the vision
statement. The diversity of the WLC
department is big and open for discussion,
as well as the learning environment by sub
stantive commitment to a multilingual,
multicultural and intellectual community.
Also, the WLC recently opened the
Language Lab, so students can enrich their
speaking and writing skills. The WLC is
investing in the preparation for the future
and students are going to be able to succeed

Response from The
Director of Liberal

Responses from

Studies:

World Languages

The Liberal Studies Advising Center
opened to students; January, 1999. Five
peer advisors and 1 coordinator staff the
office. All employees have received inten
sive training about the requirements of the
University and the requirements of the State
as pertaining to the educational require
ments. I looked to the training for the
answer to the question, "How do you feel
your department is living up to the vision
statement?" But an answer to this question
must be in the form of active participation.
This office must actively participate in the
vision statement rather than training stu
dents once and the moving on.
This center does live up to the vision
statement in the realm that we inform stu
dents on a daily basis about those
requirements of the University. The
requirements of the University are the
Vision Statement. Liberal Studies is inte
grated in general education requirements as
well as upper division major requirements.
Therefor, we in the center work with the
requirements known as the ULRs and
MLOs daily.
We explain to continuing students and
students visiting the University about the
need to complete and understand the
requirements of Liberal Studies. Liberal
Studies has requirements in the areas of;
Cross Cultural Competence, Global
Competency,
Second
Language
Competence, Multicultural Literature,
English Communication, Technology
Communication, Service Learning, Social
Sciences, Human Development, Integrated
VPA, Quantitative Literacy, Natural
Sciences, Concentration, and Proseminar &

and Culture
Monica Carrasco/WLC Staff and
Student
I am currently employed with World
Languages & Cultures and I am also a stu
dent in Spanish for Spanish Speakers. In
my experience as a student and a staff per
son, I believe this department is working
extremely hard to live up to the vision state
ment not only in words, but in the necessary
action. The vision statement reads "the uni
versity will invest in preparation for the
future through integrated and experimental
use of technologies as resources to people,
catalysts for learning, and providers of
increased access and enriched quality learn
ing." We have the state of the art language
lab it is a very powerful tool that offers so
many opportunities for learning languages,
cultures and also computers to those who
want to learn. We also have facilitators and
tutors available to assist students in the lan
guages we offer.
The vision statement reads "Institutional
programs will value and cultivate creative
and productive talents of students, faculty
and staff and seek ways to contribute to the
economy of the state, the well-being of our
communities, and the quality of life and
development of its student, faculty, and ser
vice areas.
We have Chinese, Italian, Japanese,
Spanish and ASL all joined together in one
department. Also we offer assessment lan
guage tests and bring in other language
resources to provide assessment for stu

cont. on page 11

At the same time, it is important to
CSU Monterey Bay was established to
be a new kind of university. The State of remember that the CSUMB Vision
California, the CSU Board of Trustees, belongs to everyone, not just Peter Smith,
and the communities which surround our not just those who wrote it, not just any
campus asked us to pursue a different other group. It places responsibility on all
vision. So, over four years ago, we started of us, and it belongs equally to each cur
the process of building a new university rent member of the CSUMB community
and the broader tri-county communities
by writing a Vision Statement.
The Vision Statement sets lofty goals that support us as a public university, as
for our university. It spells out our com well as to future faculty, staff, and stu
mitment to several core values: learning dents. Because the responsibility and
through service to our communities, cre ownership are shared so broadly, the
ating a multicultural environment where Vision is dynamic and evolving, not stat
diversity is valued, preparing for the 21st ic. We are its current stewards.
century by gaining global perspective and
Multiculturalism and diversity are not
technological competencies, educating easy issues, America has not resolved
underserved and underrepresented popu them, nor has California. I am proud to
lations, communicating and collaborating lead a university that wrestles with these
with mutual respect, developing knowl difficult issues. They are about all people
edge that crosses over and connects and groups, not numbers. If numbers were
traditional fields of study, and applying what counted, I would be focused on the
this broad learning in very practical ways. statistics on my desk which tell me that 41
Since 1995, we have all poured our percent of our administrators, 48 percent
selves into turning that Vision into reality, of our faculty, and 44 percent of our stu
and we have had amazing successes. We dents belong to ethnic classifications
have attracted an extraordinary group of other than Caucasian. Instead I find myself
students, faculty, administrators, and drawn to the window to see the faces of
staff. Our students and faculty have won troubled students, faculty, and staff. I
prizes and recognition for their scholar know that we have to get beyond the num
ship. And our graduates are getting great bers to matters of the heart and the spirit.
Our renewed conversation about multi
jobs and being accepted into graduate
schools. We are on track towards full culturalism and diversity must not,
accreditation and the campus increasingly however, come at the expense of other
buzzes with cultural events, speakers, ath elements of our Vision. Though diversity
is a difficult issue to discuss and evokes
letic contests, and other activities.
There are also the problems inherent in many strong emotions, as we discuss this
any startups: fatigue, shifting priorities, matter we must proceed with care to com
and unfinished work, as well as concerns municate and collaborate in a climate of
about our ability to maintain diversity in mutual respect.
our student body, faculty, and top admin
The lofty goals of our CSUMB Vision
istrative ranks and foster a positive are still not reality. We have work to do.
environment on campus. My recent deci As the dialog continues on campus, I will
sion to reassign my executive assistant to make every effort in ensure that members
a parallel position on our campus without of the local communities remained
loss of status or pay has reawakened those informed. The raising of voices, whether
concerns. While I regret the resulting collective or singular, is important on a
anger, I made the decision based on the campus where we are searching for a new
university’s changing needs, and I stand way of doing business that better serves
everyone. Every individual on this cam
by it.
Although the protests, the email attacks, pus has a voice. I encourage all to
and the calls for resignations have been continue to raise them freely within an
painful, they have been important open atmosphere of mutual care and respect.
expressions of heartfelt concerns by
members of our campus community. And
Peter Smith, Ed.D
President, California State University,
open debate about important matters is
essential to university life. The fact that Monterey Bay
For comment or more information,
some people would care so much about a
perceived lack of commitment to the Herald readers can reach Dr. Smith by
diversity element of our Vision says great writing 100 Campus Center, Seaside, CA
things about this young university.
93955
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CSUMB Features
Master’s Student Wins New American Fellowship
by Leah Maxwell
Master’s student, Yer Thao, is one of thir
ty recipients to be named a Fellow in the
second year of The Paul & Daisy Soros
Fellowships for New Americans.
This $50 million Fellowships program
was established last year by Paul and Daisy
Soros, New Americans who wanted to
return something to the nation that has
given them so much. The Fellowships were
founded to support graduate education for
exceptional immigrants and the children of
immigrants. For up to two years, each
Fellow receives half of the tuition cost of
graduate study as well as a maintenance
grant of $20,000 a year.
After a difficult and lengthy application
process, including two essays, several let
ters of recommendation, and intensive
interviews, Thao was chosen among 1,215
applicants from 410 colleges and universi
ties nationwide. The applicants represented
120 national origins, including many
minorities within countries such as Kurds,
Chaldeans, Baha’i and Hmong.
Thao, 28, was bom in the northwestern
mountains of Laos, the youngest of seven
children. After his father was declared
missing in action from the Royal Laos
army, Thao fled with his mother and sib
lings. His family resettled in northern
California when he was 12, and in 1992 he
became a naturalized citizen.
Even with a lack of any former education,
Thao persevered and was admitted to
Humboldt State University, where, in 1993,
he earned his Bachelor’s degree. In 1994 he
completed his elementary teaching creden
tial, and began to teach in the Eureka City

school district. It was there that
Thao began his commitment to
volunteer programs designed to
"build bridges between the
Hmong and the general com
munity."
Thao has given workshops on
Hmong culture and spoken
publicly about southeast Asian
cultures to high school and col
lege teachers, administrators,
and students. He founded the
Mong/Hmong Community of
the North Coast, as well as the
Homework Helper Program to
help Hmong children with their
academic skills. He has been
honored several times for his
ongoing contributions, and has
become a role model for other
Hmong, who, like Thao, want
to hold on to their traditional
language, culture, and identity.
"He is one of the most highly
self-motivated individuals I
have ever known," said Armeda
Reitzel, professor of speech
communication at Humboldt
State. "He is truly a leader, a
fine public speaker, and an indi
vidual who will serve and inspire people
from all different cultural backgrounds in
the United States."
Thao’s field of interest is multi-cultural
education, and he became interested in pur
suing his Master’s degree at CSUMB
because of the school’s vision statement
and the Professors in the Master of Arts pro

"Many of them have a
strong specialty in the
area which I want to
study. I want to learn
from them and pursue
higher education so I
can help others."
-Yer Thao,
Master’s student
gram.
"Many of them have a strong specialty in
the area which I want to study," said Thao.
"I want to learn from them and pursue high
er education so I can help others."
After completing CSUMB’s Master’s
program, Thao plans to continue working
toward a Doctorate, using the Fellowship to
help him obtain his goal.

Earth Day Activities
and History

Money
by Jan Hill
Knowing what you know today,
would you have done something
differently while you were grow
ing up? Would you have studied
harder in high school or started
playing your favorite sport at an
earlier age? In a recent survey,
people who were about to retire
were asked, “If you could live your
life over, what would you do differ
ently?” Their greatest regret,
according to 60 percent of the par
ticipants, was not saving enough
money.
Hard-working college students
often have car payments, school
payments, rent, food, and other
bills to pay month after month, and
can’t possibly conceive of starting
a savings plan. However, the
amount of financial success you
enjoy in retirement depends on you
and your willingness to take
advantage of your most precious
asset, which happens to be time.
According to Albert Einstein, the
most amazing mathematical dis
covery of all time is compounding
interest. Put simply, when your
saving or investment gains com
pound, the money you have earned
turns into even more money.
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"This Fellowship means everything to
me," said Thao, "It defines who I am, my
commitment and education, and helps me
financially during my studies. It opens
another door to my future education."
For more information about The Paul &
Daisy Soros Fellowships for New
Americans, visit the Web site @
www.pdsoros.org.

Here’s how it works: If you have
$1,000 earning 8 percent interest a
year, at the end of one year you will
have $1,080 a gain of $80.
However, the second year your
money will grow to $1,166 a gain
of $86. Why? Because the $80
you earned the first year, also earns
money the second year. While the
results of compounding seem very
small in the beginning, they can be
astonishing over time.
For
instance, if your initial $1,000
earned $80 interest per year with
out compounding, at the end of 30
years you would have $3,400.
However, if your earnings com
pounded, at the end of 30 years you
would have over $10,000.
Here is another example of how
compounding can effect your
financial future: Suppose you and
your neighbor just turned 30. You
both decide to invest $38 per week.
You begin saving today, but your
neighbor waits until he/she turns
40. The only difference in your
two investments is about $20,000
over a period of 10 years. When
you retire, you will have $354,354
more than your neighbor. In other
words, by starting only 10 years

later, your neighbor lost out on the
benefit of compounding and nearly
$350,000 (assuming a 10 percent
before-tax return).
Earning and saving money is
hard work. Almost 100 percent of
high schools and colleges fail to
offer a single course in money
management. Most Americans
don’t know how to manage person
al finances, because they were
never taught how to do so.
Consequently, many people are
afraid of starting a saving or invest
ment program, because they feel
they do not have enough money to
make a difference. However, you
don’t need much money at all to
take advantage of an early start.
Social Security Administration
statistics show that among
Americans over 65 today, 45 per
cent are dependent on relatives, 30
percent rely on charity, 23 percent
are still working, and only 2 per
cent are totally self-supporting.
Procrastination is a dangerous
thing when it comes to saving and
investing for your future. Set aside
a portion of your income as early
and as often as you can make time
your ally.

by Ginger Rose O'Kelley
Earth Day will be celebrated on campus on April
22.
At noon in the Main Quad there will be music, envi
ronmental speakers, and games for students. There
will be a joint performance of Monterey Harmony
Movement members and the a capella artists,
Everyday People at 7:30 p.m. in the Music Building.
Tickets are $2 in advance or $3 at the door for stu
dents, and $5 at the door for the general public. Doors
open a 7 p.m.
Earth Day was founded by John McConnell as a
time to "alert concern and interest" for the planet. It
was first celebrated on March 21, 1970 on the Vernal
Equinox, in San Francisco, according to the web site
www.themesh.com/abouted.html. It was a day to
remember life on Earth, to plant trees, grasses and
flowers, and to clean streams and wooded glens.
Senator Gaylord Nelson coordinated a national
environmental teach-in, which took place first on
April 22,1970. This event was also called Earth Day.
An estimated 20 million people across the country
participated in peaceful demonstrations in an effort to
send a message to the nations' politicians to start
action to preserve the earth, according to the web site
www.earthday.org/edayl999/ca.htm
This April, think of how you can make a lesser
impact on the earth. Here are some suggestions:
If you're just getting a few things at the store, try to
go without the bag the clerk may offer you.
Re-use that bottle of water you just bought. Re-fill
it tomorrow.
It takes over 1,000 gallons of water and about 16
pounds of grain to produce one pound of edible beef.
If you usually eat beef more than three times a week,
try to cut back.
Pack your trash.

CSUMB Features
Elusive Shrimp Found Again in Fort Ord Vernal Pools
by Mary Patyten
I must have blinked at least three times.
There, in the tea-colored sample of ver
nal pool water, fluttered three or four of the
creatures I’d only seen before on videotape
and in still pictures. "Mmmppff!" I
exclaimed, as I realized that the tiny pink
‘shrimp’ fluttering in the tupperware con
tainer were the rare and elusive fairy
shrimp. I found my voice. "Fairy shrimp!
I’ve got fairy shrimp!" I yelled. Nearby, fel
low samplers Kim Stevens and Sandy Ayala
looked up. "What? You DO??"
The fairy shrimp is one of the most elu
sive creatures inhabiting Fort Ord’s vernal
pools. They and a host of other tiny animals
spring to life when winter rainwater fills
depressions in the landscape. As summer’s
heat dries the pools, the tiny creatures lay
their offspring in the mud to wait for the
next season’s rains. A complex community
of plants and animals has evolved to survive
vernal pools’ seasonal existence; some
species only recently discovered.
The fairy shrimp scooped up last March
added new territory to the shrimp’s known
distribution here on Fort Ord.
"They (fairy shrimp) have been found in
only a few pools on base" said Earth
Systems Science and Policy biology pro
fessor Suzy Worcester. "Finding them in a
new vernal pool makes this (discovery)
really exciting. We’ve just extended their
known distribution on Fort Ord by 25% or
more."
Certain species of fairy shrimp are so
rare that they’re federally listed as endan
gered or threatened. Identifying the exact
species of these latest Fort Ord fairy shrimp
has been a difficult task for biologists here.
" It doesn't appear that we can (identify)
our fairy shrimp to species." said Worcester
at the end of March. The new-found shrimp
were all females and juveniles, she
explained; male fairy shrimp are much eas
ier to identify. "We’ll keep looking for more
of them. Who knows? Maybe we’ll find a
male!" she said.

Finding an endangered species of fairy
shrimp in Fort Ord’s vernal pools would
give the pools federal protection as critical
habitat under the Endangered Species Act.
Development in the area would become
nearly impossible, and any action that kills,
harms or harasses the shrimp would invoke
heavy federal penalties.
(BOLD) Research Continues (BOLD)
Vernal pool ecosystems have received
very little study. In other parts of California,
researchers have found fascinating new
species of specially adapted creatures in
previously unstudied vernal pools.
Considering how little these ecosystems
have been studied, finding an undiscovered
species here on Fort Ord is not out of the
realm of possibility.

"Fairy
shrimp! Fve
gotfairy
shrimp!"
-Mary Patyten
ESSP Student
Professor Worcester’s "Vernal Pools of Fort
Ord" classes have been researching the
backcountry’s vernal pools since spring
semester, 1998. CSUMB students wade out
into the shallow pools armed with sampling
equipment, such as green-meshed nets,
brown and clear sampling bottles and tup
perware containers for capturing pool
creatures. Electronic meters read water pH,

dissolved oxygen con
tent, salinity, and other
chemical variables.
Dramatic differences
in water chemistry and
diversity of plants and
animals may be seen
in pools separated by
only a few hundred
yards.
These "pools of
mystery" hold many
unsolved questions.
For instance, why is
the water in Fort Ord
vernal pools tea-col
ored? Conventional
scientific wisdom says
that tea-colored water
is caused by tannic or
humic acids, such as
one finds in nutrient- Professor Worcester directs CSUMB students Casey Eidesvoid,
poor bogs which Tally Manouki and Janice Jones in vernal pool samplling
harbor only a few
species of plants and techniques.
photo by Mary Patyten
animals. Yet Fort Ord
vernal pools do not suffer from a lack of whether another rare creature, the endan
biodiversity or nutrients. When vernal gered red-legged frog, uses these
pools dry up in the summer and fall, a lush backcountry ponds.
Specialized vernal pool plants also thrive
growth of plants replaces the pools. These
in
the demanding semi-aquatic environ
plants die at the end of the year, replenish
ing nutrients in the next season's pool, and ment. Delicate white popcorn flowers keep
fostering exceptionally high biodiversity: pace with the retreating pond edges, and
vernal pools harbor more species than most tiny floating (ITALICS) Azolla (ITALICS)
other aquatic environments. The seeming ferns dot the water’s surface.
The abundance of small creatures draws
contradiction of high nutrient levels and
predators
in the form of wading birds,
high biodiversity accompanied by tea-col
ored water remains an intriguing topic for ducks, hawks and snakes, as well as fourfooted predators such as bobcats and foxes.
further research.
In the past, Army machinery and man
Vernal pools’ rich waters are enjoyed by
power
raced through the pools, tearing up
a host of creatures besides fairy shrimp.
Dragonflies, damselflies, midges and and polluting them indiscriminately. Now
predaceous diving beetles all use the pools under the jurisdiction of the Bureau of Land
as nursery and home. In April and May, Management, Fort Ord’s vernal pools enjoy
legions of tadpoles transform and leap from relative tranquillity. They are open to the
the water as toads and tree frogs. Surveys public, and provide a wonderful setting for
are currently under way to determine picnicking, hiking, and bird-watching.

WOMEN IN LAW ENFORCEMENT
(can they handle the job?)
by Chuck Stringer
Yes, women can handle their jobs in
law enforcement. Over the years in order
to become a police officer one had to be
male first of all. As time passes and
women became active in reference to
their rights and the right to work in any
field they were qualified, many women
chose law enforcement.
While working in law enforcement
myself for sometime, I had the opportuni
ty to work with many female officers. I
can truthfully state that many of the
female officers handled their jobs as good
as if not better than many of the male offi
cers I worked with. They have indeed
proven to be quite effective on the job
and handle their positions in a profes
sional and dignified manner. Law
enforcement is not for everyone but the
field is open for dedicated women and
men. See women continuing to move up
the ranks in all areas of law enforcement.
Call them miss. Ms. Mrs. Or simply call
them officer. They have made it and
many have moved up the so-called lad
der. In some areas they can be called

Chief, Sheriff, Warden and maybe even
Commissioner. By either title, it is clear
that the women have achieved the pinna
cle of law enforcement power in some
areas of the country. They control from
small to very large budgets, command
small to large departments and in some
places hundreds of employees and help to
bring in large amounts of revenue.
In the last decade, women have made
modest gains in the field of law enforce
ment. Though they still have a long way
to go, in recent years a small number of
professional, savvy women have joined
the law enforcement elite' in the paneled
boardrooms and executive suites.
It should be noted that in many areas of
this country and this state that a number
of women hold high-ranking positions in
the field of law enforcement to include
corrections. In addition, there are a num
ber of women who head units or divisions
but do not hold the title Chief, Sheriff,
Warden or Commissioner.
And make no mistake: these women
are by no means tokens. Rather these

individuals have worked hard and proven
themselves repeatedly.
They have
demonstrated that they can make prudent
decisions, motivate employees, and for
mulate strategies and policies.
Law enforcement agencies are reaching
out to attract and bring more women into
the profession. Law enforcement is a
profession and a career with opportuni
ties for promotions and other
advancements and it offers a very stable
income. While the number of women in
law enforcement has increased, it is still
lower than it should be.
Women in law enforcement are many
times faced with adversity. And in this
writer's opinion, that builds character.
The same conviction and dedication to
overcoming adversity in life help women
succeed in law enforcement. It builds
character and strength.
There are women right here in our
immediate area who have proven them
selves to be hardcore, strong, determined,
professional and dedicated law enforce
ment officers and I salute them for having

the courage to hang in there when the
going got rough as I know it did for so
many. I also salute each and every law
enforcement officer both male and
female who serve and protect this coun
try and especially right here at CSUMB.
There are still that few who abuse their
powers and of course this does not per
tain to them, only to those officers who
conduct themselves in a professional and
dignified manner.
There are women in law enforcement to
include corrections who, with strength of
character, have climbed to the prestigious
rank of Sheriff, Chief, Warden, and
Commissioner at many law enforcement
agencies and correctional facilities.
Many of these women have defied the
odds to rise to the top in law enforcement.
Women have proven that with a great
determination, belief in themselves and a
belief in God they can and have achieved
their goals in law enforcement in many
areas of America:
Again I saluteyou.
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CSUMB Features
Julian Bond Choice For Keynote Speaker
by Sondra Rees
renowned leader. Martin Luther
King, Jr. selected Bond to be
one of a handful of students he
would teach at Morehouse
College in Atlanta in 1961. He
won a varsity letter in swim
ming and founded a literary
magazine called The Pegasus
and interned for Time magazine
while in college. In 1960 he was
one of the founders of the
Student
Nonviolent
Coordinating
Committee
(SNCC). He served as commu
-CSUMB nications director and edited
Homepage The Student Voice newspaper,
while working in voter registra
tion drives in rural Georgia,
Julian Bond’s whole life speaks to his Alabama, Mississippi and Arkansas. But he
commitment to civil rights, economic jus left Morehouse one semester short of grad
tice and peace.
He has displayed uation in 1961 to join the staff of a new
charismatic leadership as chairman of the protest newspaper, The Atlanta Inquirer
board of the National Association for the where he later became managing editor. He
Advancement
of Colored
People returned to Morehouse in 1971 and graduat
(NAACP). He has been recognized as a ed with a Bachelor of Arts degree in
Distinguished Scholar in Residence at the English.
American University in Washington, D.C.,
“If you had told me when I was at SNCC
and has been on the faculty at University of that I would be chair of the NAACP, I
Virginia. All of this would be credentials would’ve said no way. I would’ve said they
enough for his selection as this year’s were a bunch of old gray-haired people. But
Keynote Speaker for CSUMB’s third now I am one of those gray-haired people,
Commencement Ceremony., but these and I want the NAACP to be the most pow
achievements are only a partial list of his erful advocacy group in America,” said
outstanding deeds.
Bond, upon becoming chairman for his sec
W.E.B. DuBois prophesied that Bond, a ond term in, February, 1999.
precocious child, would become a
Bond recently cited the GOP’s resistance

“Since his college
days, Julian Bond
has been an active
participant in the
movements for civil
rights, economic jus
tice, and peace, and
an aggressive
spokesman for the
disinherited. ”

to civil rights legislation as the most impor
tant challenge in the 90-year history of the
NAACP.
“Leadership in the House and Senate are
the most hostile in any recent past. House
Speaker Dennis Hastert (R-Ill) cosponsored
legislation that would have eliminated all
federal equal opportunity progress in edu
cation, employment and contracting,” said
Bond.
He also attacked Senate Majority Leader
Trent Lott for his friendly 1992 speech at
the “Council of Conservative Citizens,”
which has ties to white supremacist groups.
“To date not one senator has spoken out
against this outrage,” Bond said.
Bond was elected to the Georgia House of
Representatives in 1965, but members of
the House voted not to seat him because of
his outspoken opposition to the war in
Vietnam. He was elected three times before
the Supreme Court ruled unanimously that
the Georgia House had violated his rights in
refusing to seat him. He was then elected to
the Georgia Senate in 1974 and when he left
office in 1987, Bond had been elected to
public office more times than any other
black Georgian ever. He had served four
terms in the House and six terms in the
Senate.
When Bond was twenty-eight years old,
he was nominated for vice president at the
Democratic convention in 1968 by the
Georgia Loyal National Delegation. He
withdrew his name because he was too
young to serve.

Bond will be an inspirational and infor
mative speaker. His background includes
hosting “America’s Black Forum,” the old
est black-owned show in television
syndication, from 1980 until 1997.
Presently he is a commentator on the show.
He appears quite regularly on the “Today”
show and was the author of a nationally
syndicated newspaper column called
“Viewpoint”. He has appeared in three
movies and has hosted “Saturday Night
Live”. Time Magazine named Bond on its
200 Leaders list. He was honored by the
American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU)
for “dedicated services to the cause of civil
liberties.” He holds honorary degrees from
fourteen college and universities.
His poems and articles have appeared in
The Nation, The New York Times and many
other notable publications.
A collection of his essays has been pub
lished under the title A Time To Speak, A
Time To Act. He narrated the critically
acclaimed PBS series, Eyes on the Prize.
Since his college days, Bond has been an
activist who has faced jail for his convic
tions. He is an established writer, teacher
and lecturer. He has been on the cutting
edge of social change. He has five grown
children from his first marriage. He consid
ers himself a homebody, “If I never went
out, it would be fine with me. If I could stay
at home all the time, all I’d want is the
newspaper, the radio, some books, my com
puter,” and the ability to telecommute to the
classes he teaches.

Beat Era Revisited

Poetry and Acoustic Music at the BBC
by Marisa Mercado
The daring Black Box Cabaret has pulled
off another hat trick, transforming itself last
Wednesday night, chameleon-style, into a
smooth, old school coffeehouse.
A glance behind the counter turned into a
double take, as freshman barrista Michael
Gomez looked almost like a young Jack
Kerouac grinding coffee in a light blue terrycloth hat and button up plaid.
From seven to nine, an audience com
posed of students and faculty shared in a
Multicultural Writers Series presentation
by the Human Communications Institute.
No coffee drinks were made which might
distract the appreciatively silent audience to
Chinese American poet Marilyn Chin.
Speaking of not "multiculturalism, but
"multicultural bliss," Chin identified the
Black Box’s place as a nineties incarnation
of the underground beat cafes popular dur
ing the fifties and sixties.
Otters wandering in after nine could hear
the sounds of pain and sorrow transformed
into beauty emanating from the stage,
where visiting acoustic guitarist Cory
Sipper performed, perched on a lonely
barstool. Sipper, a native of Santa Barbara,
made this Wednesday night stop on her tour
down the California coast. She is an
endearing performer who held the casual
audience in her thrall.
"Thanks, you guys," she said before play
ing her last song, "it’s better to play for ten
people who are listening than a hundred
people who aren’t."
Indeed, it was easy for the small crowd to
stay focused on her intense performance.
Junior Mike Pectol explained it simply, "I
like the place she goes when she starts to
sing."
Dave Mcmorran, a Solano Beach resident
who came to CSUMB to visit friends, found
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her lyrics, "heavy, very thought provoking,
filled with a lot of different emotions,"
adding, "you’ve got a cool place here."
The quality of performances at the BBC
has sharpened over the past few months,
with consistent professional acts, from local
rock acts like Juice and Jonah and the
Whalewatchers, to nationally touring solo
guitarists Wendy Buklew and Michelle
Malone.
"You can’t beat it for the price" laughed
Marina resident Brant Trenton. More often
than not, concerts at the Black Box are free
or a minimal two or three dollar charge.
The cost of entertainment is usually offset
by funding from the Student Voice, making
it a popular student alternative to downtown
Monterey.
Despite the low rent look, the Black Box
has been praised for its premium sound
quality by every visiting artist, from San
Francisco’s underground blues rockers Zen
Guerilla to Lillith Fair alum Magdalen Hsu
Li. Sipper was in complete accordance say
ing, "it’s a great room, great sound, sweet
people; can I come back in the fall?"
According to music manager Jenny
Mcphee the answer is yes. Students will
again be treated to a memorable perfor
mance by Sipper and might come away next
semester with strong impressions like those
of Monterey local Brandon Tuxbury, who
felt that Sipper’s voice could, "touch a thou
sand souls, she sounds at peace with her
music."
Even off-duty BBC barrista Anna
Williams, who has seen many shows here,
was enthusiastic, giving proof of her unusu
ally high interest: "I liked her so much that
I didn’t go out for a cigarette the whole
time. She almost made me cry,., that’s the
best I ever heard this system sound."

Printing
Compliments
of
Californian
Salinas Valley’s newspaper

CSUMB Sports
Golf is a Game of Ups and Downs
by Brian Kees
With the success that the CSUMB Otter
Golf team had first semester, the expecta
tions to continue that success was high.
Unfortunately so far that has not been the
case. "It might be that we are expecting to
much of ourselves right now because of or
success earlier in the year instead of just
enjoying the competition and having fun
like we did in the first semester," said
Coach Andy Gonzales. So far this season
the Otters have played in 4 competitions:

More
Responses:
Cont. from page 5
Capstone. All the requirements built into
Liberal Studies are built into the vision
statement;
The University will invest in preparation
for the future through integrated and exper
imental use of technologies as resources to
people, catalysts for learning, and providers
of increased access and enriched quality
learning. The curricula of CSUMB will be
student and society-centered and of suffi
cient breadth and depth to meet statewide
and regional needs, specifically those
involving both inner-city and isolated rural
populations (Monterey, Santa Cruz, and
San Benito). The programs of instruction
will strive for distinction, building on
regional assets in developing specialty clus
ters in such areas as the sciences (marine,
atmospheric, and environmental); visual
and performing arts and related humanities;
language, culture, and international studies;
education; business; studies of human
behavior, information, and communication,
within broad curricular areas; and profes
sional study. (Vision statement).
I would not be explaining these require
ments to students’ day in and day out if I did
not believe they are necessary and essential
aspects of daily life on this planet. I also
believe that all five of the peer advisors
agree with the need for multiculturalism in
the community, curriculum, and world.
Liberal Studies prepares its students to
become elementary teachers. Currently
85% of students in Liberal Studies do plan
to peruse a career in teaching elementary
school. "University students and personnel
will attempt analytically and creatively to
meet critical state and regional needs and to
provide California with responsible and
creative leadership for the global 21st cen
tury". Liberal Studies prepares students to
for "creative leadership for the global 21st
century". What better way to prepare a
leader is there than educating a future
teacher? There is no training that can pre
pare an office to "live up to the Vision
Statement". The vision statement as with
multiculturalism must be a living thing.

Do you own a camera?
Do you like taking pictures?
Do you like going to campus
events?
The OTTER REALM
needs you!
Call 582-4066
or
susan_nisonger@monterey.edu

U.C. Davis Invitational, Sacramento State
Invitational, Cal Lutheran Invitational, and
a match against University of Connecticut,
and
Claremont Makena. Team mem
ber Ryan Esway said, "when you loose
confidence its hard to get it back and it
seems like the bad streak won't ever stop,
hope fully we can get it back at our own
tournament."
The CSUMB Otter Invitational is this
Monday and Tuesday at the Bayonet and

Blackhorse golf courses. "I am counting on
us to get back on the right track of good
play, especially after a relaxing week of for
spring break. I think it is important for us to
practice hard and relax and then come out in
our tournament and play good at our home,"
said Brian Kees.
Left on the schedule for the Otters is the
Otter Invitational, two CalPac tournaments,
including the conference finals hosted by
the Otters at Blackhorse, and then hopeful

ly a trip to Palm Beach Gardens, Florida for
the NAIA national golf championship. To
be invited to nationals the Otters must be
crowned CalPac conference champions,
and with the home course advantage in the
favor of the Otters, the outlook is hopeful
for that. Regarding the rest of the year Bill
Harke said, "I just hope we can play better
the rest of the year, we are as good as a lot of
those teams we play, we just need to prove
it and show what we are made of."

Outdoor Recreation

MWR

242-5506/6133
Bldg. 228, Lewis Hall, Presidio of Monterey

Trips & Tours
San Francisco Get Ac
quainted Tour, Feb. 6, Mar. 13,
$20
Disney Wonders Tour,
Disneyiand/Sea World/Untversal Studios, Feb. 13-15, $199
San Jose High Tech Museum,
Feb. 20, $30
"RENT”, Golden Gate Theater,
(Best of Broadway/1996 Tony
Award Best Musical/1996
Pulitzer Prize), Mar. 5, $60
NHL SJ Sharks vs Detroit Red
Wings, Mar. 12, $50
Hearst Castle & Imax Presen
tation, Mar. 20, $35
Great America Season Open
ing Tour, Mar. 27, $35
The Outdoor Recreation Office
will arrange private tour pack
ages for anywhere in California,
for groups of eight or more.
Call 242-5506.

Rental Equipment
Water Sports, Boats (Ocean &
Lake), Camping, Vans, Skiing
(Alpine, Cross Country, and
Snowboards), Fishing, SCUBA,
Rollerblades, Bikes, Camping
Trailers, and Buses
Power boats and Kayaks are

available on the water at the
Monterey Coast Guard Pier.

Whale Watching
Tickets & Tours

Jan - Mar
Adult $12 - Child $8

Ski The Best
for Less!

Weekend Ski Trips
Adult $169/Teen $155
Child $115
Feb. 5-7; 19-21; 25-28
Mar. 5-7; 12-14; 19-21:26-28

Holiday Ski Trips
Feb. 12-15
Adult $239/Teen $219ZChild $199

Holiday Weekend Trito
Adult Sn'J/Ttfil S163
CUM $155
Feb. 12-14

Sauaw Valley Weekend
Mar. 5-7
Adult$ 185/Teen$175/Child$ 165

MORALE WELFARE RECREATION

Classes
SCUBA - OWI Certification
Classes meet on 1st Saturday and Sun
day of every month for 3 weeks. Class
fee is $230. There may be an additional
charge for pool fees. Mid week, ad
vance, specialty and condensed courses
during holiday weekends are also of
fered.

Kelp Kiimbers Dive Club: Meets on
the last Thursday of every month

Surfing
Classes meet on the 2nd Sunday of ev
ery month. Class fee is $40.

Power Boat Orientation
Classes meet on the second and fourth
Wednesday of every month at 6:30 p.m.
You must attend this class prior to rent
ing ODR boats. Class fee is $20.

Other Classes: Mountaineering,
Backpacking, Sailboarding,
Kayaking, Hang Gliding, Sky
Diving and Orientering
POM Ski Club Meets on the
2nd Tuesday of
Speciality

We wit! ski Sierra Ski Ranch, Alpine,
Kirkwood, Heavenly Vaftey, Northsfar,
or Squaw Valley depending on the
snow and road conditions. All trips
include round trip transportation, ho
tel lodging (double occupancy), lift
tickets and ski rental package.
Snowboards and ski school are avail
able for an additional fee. Family
packages are available.

South Lake Tahoe
Lodging
Discount hotel/motel lodging, condo
and cabin rentals are available
through Outdoor Recreation. Ask
about holiday special rates.

each month.
Programs

Charter Bus Service
Hotel Bookings, RV Storage,
Unit or Group Tours

Discount Tickets
California Ski Resorts
Local Movie Theaters
Monterey Bay Aquarium
Disneyland
Great America & Much More!

ODR Satellite Office
Stilwell Community
Center
Bldg. 4260, ROM
Annex, 242-6155
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CSUMB Opinions
♦LETTERS TO THE EDITOR cont. LETTERS TO THE EDITOR cont.
J. RENE IBARRA
This letter is in response to the racial tension that has been occurring on our campus late
ly. I was under the impression it was all dying down, as it should, then I heard Octavio
Villalpando had submitted a letter of resignation. I was dumbfounded as to why such an
important and influential figure would resign from this school. It is still unclear to me why
Villalpando felt he should resign, but I know there must be some way we can fix it so that
he may stay with us. Being the multi cultural oriented school that we are, and having 28
percent Chicana/o students here we lack a sufficient amount of Chicano Faculty. I feel we
need more Chicano role models at this school. I do hope that Peter Smith has the courage
and integrity to address this very serious issue in a constructive and serious manner.
Sincerely,
J. Rene Ibarra

VIANA ENEDINA TORRES
The recent news about the reassignment of Dr. Cecilia Burciaga and the resigning of Dr.
Octavio Villalpando has had a profound impact in my life as a freshman student here at CalState Monterey Bay. I am in disbelief and fill a great pain in my heart, for the very reason
why I chose to come to this university is now in question. I chose to come to this universi
ty because of the fact that I finally thought that I would be in an environment with
motivational Chicana/o Latina/o faculty and staff role models such as Cecilia Burciaga and
Octavio Villalpando. Peter, you may even have a San Jose Mercury News paper article
about me posted somewhere in your office. Yes, that is me, I am the one who said so many
wonderful reasons why I chose to come to CSUMB for the fall of 1998. I am the proud
young Chicana whose face is on the front cover smiling and feeling proud for I felt that at
CSUMB, I would be able to make a profound influence and contribute to my Chicana/o
Latina/o community. I remember reading through the CSUMB catalog thinking, "Wow,
look at the amount of Chicana/o Latina/o faculty and the amount of classes that I can take
regarding the issues that my Chicana/o Latina/o community has faced, this is where I want
to go!" The vision statement states," The campus will be distinctive in serving the diverse
people of California, especially the working class and historically under-educated and lowincome populations." To me, the low-income and under-educated people are the hard
working individuals you see working in the field as you drive through highway 1, and
throughout the tri-county areas. To me those people are parents to students who are cur
rently or planning on enrolling here at CSUMB, and these are the students who come here
to learn from and build a relationship with the supportive Chicana/o Latina/o faculty and
staff, so that one day they will be able to return to the community and give back all of the
knowledge that they have gained while attending school here. I cannot tell you how happy
and lucky I felt to be able to have the privilege to say that I attend a CSU with dedicated role
models just like Cecilia Burciaga and Octavio Villalpando, but they are leaving us one by
one along with the a number of Chicana/o Latina/o students. I will not let this continue to
happen. I owe it to my family, mentors, and to the Chicana/o Latina/o community who
have worked extremely hard to get me where I am today. I cannot except the fact that
Cecilia is being reassigned and that Octavio is leaving a 28% Chicana/o Latina/o student
body whom he has loved and supported while working here. I will not let him leave with
out trying my hardest to keep him here, with the 28% Chicana/o Latina/o student body,
where we feel he belongs. I will not let him leave without a fight. I will not allow this to
continue to occur.
A very concerned and upset student,
Viana Enedina Torres

ERIN SILVAS
President Peter Smith,
I am severely disappointed with the events that culminated over the course of the week.
Myself like many of my fellow colleagues and professors have shown disdain over your
action in relocating Cecilia Burciaga. As demonstrated by the resignation of Octavio
Villalpando, the elimination of colored administration and faculty has been going on for
some time.
I came here in 1996 from UC Davis. I chose this school, like many others, because of the
Vision Statement and financial restrictions. I care very much about the quality of educa
tion and the accessibility of resources available for students. Currently the student
resources such as: EOPS, a student annex, proper child care for our single parents and
counseling for historically disadvantaged students is almost nil. It is alarming that admin
istrators who have been instrumental in the lives of our students are disappearing.
Mr. Smith, Is it not correct that this school was organized to reflect the demographics of
the tri-county area? Is this reflective of our administration? Of our faculty? Of our student
body? No, it is not. Mr. Smith, what do you propose we do about the issues that are cur
rently facing the students? I am tired of the traditional university setting that we seem to be
moving toward. So many of the students want to be part of this "Vision" that was proposed
back in 1995. They would like to come back and teach here, to be a part of their dream of
what education should be.
Mr. Smith, take a look around. This school is incredible. The students are fascinating,
always bringing something new to share with each other. There is dialog among faculty
and students that you will find no where else in this country. Education at CSUMB is a new
stage of intellectual existence that is igniting interest around the globe. However, we are
losing sight of what we set out to do. We are drowning the "Vision" in traditional bureau
cracy rigmarole and we are losing students.
Again, I sincerely regret the action that you have taken at the administrative level. With
deep regret I hope that this will not continue to be your plan of action. It is something that
I will not tolerate.
Erin Silvas
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KELLY OSBORN
Dear President Smith,
How are you doing? I am writing to let you know what I think and how I feel regarding
the reassignment of Cecilia Burciaga and the attempted reassignment, and resignation of
Octavio Villalpando.
I have had the privilege of knowing and working with Cecilia Burciaga since the Spring
of 1996. We served together on the Continuous Renewal Work Group and the following
semester I had a class with her. She is a mentor to me and has provided me support and love
as I have navigated my way through CSUMB. In addition, she has supported activities that
we, the students have organized.
Although I have not taken the opportunity to get to know Octavio as closely as I know
Cecilia he always greets me by name when he sees me and is interested in how I am doing.
I was the only student on a search committee last semester, and therefore was charged to
represent all CSUMB students. As I raised the concerns of other students and members of
our local community in the search committee meetings, Octavio was vocal in his support
for my perspectives and the perspectives I represented. Had it not been for Octavio, I don't
know what i would have done. I am concerned that my voice, that the voices of students in
general would have been left out of the decision making process.
As I mentioned to you at your party on Thursday the 18th the power dynamics that exist
in hiring committees, in work groups, and in some classes are not acknowledged or
addressed enough by the people in power. More and more I am acknowledging my own
position of power as Residential Life Senator of the Student Voice and that is a very impor
tant piece of who I am. With this power, I am responsible for representing, and being
accountable to, every CSUMB student. For me this means recognizing that I am in a posi
tion of power when talking with students and being aware of the power dynamic that exists
there. Furthermore as a 23 year old white women I am discriminated against daily (sexism,
ageism) and given privileges daily based upon the color of my white skin (racism).
We have the opportunity to "do difference differently" here at CSUMB. I am currently
enrolled in the first student led service learning discussion course here at CSUMB entitled
Compassion and Vulnerability as a lived experience, and I want to do difference different
ly. I want to attend a university where there is compassionate leadership, share ownership,
shared development of our young, Multi-cultural university. For me this means
1) university leadership that is able and willing to be vulnerable
2) acknowledgement of the interpersonal racism, sexism, classism, ageism, abelism, het
erosexism, that exists within ourselves (from the bottom up and the top down)
3) acknowledgement that we may have opened our university doors a bit to early
4) acknowledgement that we are building a university on a former army base and that
means a Superfund site in my backyard, finding bullet shells on every walk, and working
together with the surrounding communities who previously supported the wants and needs
of the Army
5) having a clear plan, that is charged, developed, owned university wide, about how do
we live the values of our Vision Statement?
6) questioning how we are building community here at CSUMB and how we can heal as
a community.
I believe that once we can acknowledge the institutionalized oppression that is holding
like a foggy, wet day here on the Ord,and how it effects and affects our lives daily, we can
then begin honest dialogue about our experiences and situations building a civil and equi
table community to live, work and play in. Furthermore I want to see authentic, inclusive
action to follow this dialogue.
While eight of our nine foundation board members are white, and three of the nine are
women, while four of our five cabinet members are white and two are women, these pow
erful, decision making bodies of our university should be reflective of our surrounding
communities and our student population. Furthermore as a student I feel some frustration
from the lack of collaboration across institutional lines regarding the development of bud
gets. Why does this happen, possible could it be fear? "When they (whites) fear-accurately
or not-that there may be a loss, inconvenience, or upset to themselves or other whites, dis
criminatory conduct usually follows." —Derick Bell in Divining Our Racial Themes
Today I had the opportunity and privilege to attend a meeting where all of the Directors in
Student Affairs shared their budget with the students. I felt that everyone was very open to
feedback and honest about their needs. One of the needs of the students not currently being
budgeted for is the position of an Ombuds person to facilitate the student grievance process
here at CSUMB.
Peter, I have to be honest here and admit that I have engaged in these discriminatory prac
tices that Derick Bell is mentioning here. There have been plenty of situations where I was
not an ally to myself or the target group , and have sat in fear and silence. Being here at
CSUMB has been one of the best experiences of my life. And although I commit acts of
racism, I am in an environment where I can take responsibility for them and work to
unlearn these acts. I also have surrounded myself with a Multi-Cultural group of friends
and i have never in my life been happier. My friends and mentors at this university are a
constant source of strength, love, and honesty in my life.
I care about this university! I care about the students, the faculty, the staff, the adminis
tration, the people we contract with for landscaping, cleaning, housing, and the
surrounding community. Peter, I care about you. I believe that you want what is best for
this university, and if so, let us all sit at the table, invite us personally, actively, and recruit
people different from yourself.
Let us share the power, the ownership, the responsibility, the success and mistakes of our
university. Let's ask the hard questions. Let us learn lessons together, in an atmosphere of
mutual respect where we all teach and learn from each other.
Thank you for your time,bod
kelly osborne, residential life senator

CSUMB News cont...
Right to Strike:

Student Coalition:

cont from front page

cont from front page
This claim sited this failure to be particu
larly detrimental to under-represented
students.
Smith said he is as committed as ever to
the Vision Statement, "Like everyone else
here, I picked my family up and came
across the country when I read the first draft
of the Vision Statement back in 1994. I said,
‘that’s me, that’s what I want to do.’ I was
committed the moment I read it and I’m
sticking to it."
After the student meeting with Smith, the
student coalition had a rally in front of
Smith’s office. Protesters held signs and
made a little graveyard for the "death of
diversity" at CSUMB. "We demand your
resignation" was chanted by the student
coalition as they clapped in unison. Several
students and faculty took the stage and
spoke against the administration and about
the Vision Statement.
"You are the new pioneers in reclaiming
the vision", said Burciaga, "This is not
about me, this is about removing voice from
the president’s office."
Many of the speakers talked of the facul
ty being afraid to speak up for fear of losing
their jobs or being reassigned.
"I’ve seen colleague after colleague
demoted and demeaned," said Ruben
Mendoza.
On the evening of March 31 the student
coalition had a meeting to discuss issues
brought up in the rally. The attendees were
culturally mixed and initially it was a hos
tile environment. The meeting started with
a statement by the leader of the coalition,
"Our staff of color have been systematical

pay is an important way to reward outstand
ing faculty for outstanding performance.
To reach an agreement the CSU was willing
to decentralize the merit pay process to
include more faculty input at the depart
ment level and reduce some of the
presidents’ discretion.
According to May, "CFA supports a merit
pay system, which is different than the one
already in place. There is another merit pay
system known as the Retention, Tenure, and
Promotion (RTP) process. CFA opposes the
Chancellors’ merit pay system because they
see it as "patronage pay" which ignores the
RTP process and is instead a system where
by increases for faculty are at the discretion
of the President without any possibility for
faculty to grieve if they object to not having
received an increase."
Swisher says, "the CFA’s claim is that the
Chancellor’s merit pay system leads to
favoritism." He goes on to say, "It is not
accurate to say that the RTP process is a
merit pay system because it is not tied to
pay."
The issue of merit pay influences the issue
of compensation. The CSU is offering an
average 5% salary increase for faculty for
the current academic year. This is the same
increase that was budgeted by the state and
the same increase that was accepted by
every other CSU union except CFA. By
proposing an additional 6% increase next
year, the CSU is making serious efforts to
address the 11% salary lag between CSU
faculty and faculty at comparable institu
tions. The 5% increase this year and the 6%
increase next year would be a major step in
the right direction.
May also says, "During the last two
rounds of increases only a small fraction of
those [faculty] recommended by faculty
committees were granted increases by the
President. While 90% of the faculty were
not deemed meritorious in the last round of
increases statewide, in stark contrast, 100%
of our administrators at CSUMB got salary
increases greater than the faculty."
According to Swisher, "CSU faculty
salaries range from $37,956 to $82,176 for
assistant professors; $43,584 to $90,252 for
associate professors; and $55,068 to
$94,584 for full professors. The average
salary is $61,209. A 5% increase would
raise that to $64,269.
Swisher disagreed, "Last year the average
faculty and administrative increases was
5% for everyone. The average increase was
the same." Last year 97% of the CSU fac
ulty who received merit pay were
recommended by their peers. Ultimately
the president has to approve these recom
mendations. "It shows that the CSU
Presidents put a lot of value in faculty rec
ommendations," says Swisher.
"CFA would probably accept [the
Chancellor’s] ‘merit’ program if the presi
dent’s decision were appealable. CFA
believes there already is a ‘merit’ program
given the evaluation process has, a believes
our faculty deserve the higher salaries with
out having to compete for it. They are
doing a great job," says Barbara Renteria,
Regional Service Coordinator for CFA.
Under the RTP process Renteria says, "If
the faculty members disagrees with the
President’s decision he/she has the right to
rebuttal and appeal the decision through
due process."
Stay tuned to the Otter Realm for more
information about any potential strike.

-------------------------------------------

ly reduced", said Rey Martinez.
Many people came uninformed and felt
the coalition was not informing them.
"We are missing pretty much (all) the
facts," said Michael Cassidy.
Cassidy also alluded to his disdain that the
coalition was speaking for all students by
calling themselves the ‘student coalition’
and issued a statement that read ‘We the stu
dents of CSUMB’. After the initial chaos
and raised voices, the people at the meeting
calmed down and started to discuss the
issues. People wrote down questions and
they discussed them as a group.
Plans are being made for future demon
strations and protests.
"We are going to stay visible, showing our
discontent w/ Peter and Dell till we get a
satisfactory answer. If it takes protesting
everything the president does, we will do
it," Martinez said.
Smith stated that he realizes that many
students, faculty and staff have lost confi
dence in him.
"Those who have lost confidence and
trust in me, I take that seriously," Smith
said. "It has been extremely painful for me
to have them assign me a motive based on
their feelings that is negative and not accu
rate."
Smith said that at this time he has no
intentions of resigning.
"My judgement is the way to work
through it is not to have anyone leave,"
Smith said, "We need to recreate a sense of
community and shared vision."
President Smith said as a leader, his next
step is to recognize where the university has
gone wrong and try to mend the problems
one at a time. He said it needs to be an inclu
sive process so people do not continue to

feel alienated.
"What we have to do is start immediate
ly," Smith said. "We have to set a direction
and go to it."
Smith cited three areas with consistent
problems he sees at this time, although he
recognizes there will probably be others
that come up.
The first area is hiring and retention. He
said it is important to make the climate at
CSUMB one people want to work and stay
in.
The second area is in leadership; the cabi
net and the president need to clarify their
priorities.
"We need to stop adding new priorities to
the already existing ones," Smith said.
The third problem area Smith identified
was support for students.
"We do not have a comprehensive student
support system which includes all stu
dents," Smith said. "That means from Res
Life to Pro Seminar to ASAP..."
Smith said he is committed to working on
these three areas, which he sites as the areas
that have caused people to loose confidence
in his leadership and in the university.
"We are going to come through this,"
Smith concluded. "I believe this University
will become stronger as a result of this."
According to Martinez, the student coali
tion will continue to meet and plan where
they want to go from here.
"We are going to keep bringing out the
issues that are important to students,"
Martinez said. "(Issues) that have not been
addressed by the staff or the things we lack;
things that are not met."
Attempts were made to speak to members
of CLFSA, but there was no response in
time for this article.
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The LUTHERAN Churches Invite You!
Carmel Valley: St. Philip’s Lutheran Church
8065 Carmel Valley Rd (4 m. east of Hwy 1)
9:00-Family Education Hour
Marina: Epiphany Church-Lutheran Episcopal
425 Carmel (comer of California St)
11:00-Worship
Monterey: Bethlehem Lutheran Church
800 Cass St (Between El Dorado and Hartnell)
8:00 & 10:30 Worship
Monterey: St. Timothy Lutheran Church
52 Soledad Drive
3:30- Traditional Worship
Salinas: Iglesia Lutherana El Buen Pastor
817 Beech St. (East of N. Sanborn)
10:00 - Sunday School 11:00 - Sun. Worship 7:00 - Wednesday Worship
Salinas: Lutheran Church of the Good Sheperd
580 Larkin St. (East of Davis Rd)
8:30 & 11:00- Worship
Salinas: Lutheran Church of Our Savior
1230 Luther Way (at Blanco Rd.)
8:30- Informal 10:30- Traditional Worship
Salinas: St. Ansgar’s Lutheran Church
72 E. San Joaquin (1 block east of S. Main)
8:00 & 10:30 - Worship w/Holy Communion
Seaside: Faith Lutheran Church
1460 Hilby Ave.
9:15 - Sunday School and Bible Classes

(831)624-6765
The Rev. Roy Blumhorst
10:00-Worship
(831)384-6323
Jon Perez, Chaplain
(831)373-1523
Pastor Arnold Steinbeck
9:15 Sunday School
(831)375-2042
The Rev. Elli Kimbauer, Psy.D.
10:00- Contemporary Praise Service
(831)424-2935
Pastor Rueben Escobar
(831)424-5643
Pastor Wendell Brown
9:45 Sunday School
(831)422-6352
The Rev. James Sorenson
9:45 Sunday School
(831)758-8427
Herb Hoff, Pastor
9:15-ChristianEd.
(831)394-1312
Anton Prange, Pastor and Campus Contact
10:30 - Worship
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Happenings

Make extra money working

with the
Otter Realm
Call: 582-434®

APRIL/MAY
4/14
4/15

Wednesday
Thursday

4/24 Saturday
4/24-25 Sat-Sun
4/26

Monday

4/28
4/28
4/30

Wednesday
Wednesday
Friday

5/3-7
5/5

Wednesday

5/6

Thursday

5/13 Thursday
5/20-21
5/22 Saturday
5/22 Saturday

Student Voice Elections, Main Quad, All Day
Student End Of Semester Flash Back Dance,
Meeting House, 8 pm-12 am
Basura Vista BBQ, Fredricks Park, TBA
Dennis Lee: Master Class and Piano Recital,
Music Hall,TBA
World Saxophone Quartet, World Theater,
TBA
Language Olympics, Bldg 49,8-2 pm
Club Recognition Reception, WAC, 7:30-9:30
Residential Life Recognition Banquet,
Bayonet, 7 pm
Environmental Awareness Week
Simple Strategies to Live Simply, Main Quad,
12-2 pm
MEChA Cinco de Mayo Celebration, Meeting
House, 8 pm
Blood Drive, Dining Commons, 11:30-3 pm
Capstone Festivals
Graduation, Main Quad 10-12 pm
Chicano/Latino Graduation Celebration

Mainlines: 582-4347,582-4348

Fax:582-4349
Circulation: 4,000
Just think...
Your advertisement could be seen by more than

4,000 people including the CSUMB Community.

Place your ad in the
Otter Realm
please call
582-4346

For all the times
you got stuck with the bill,
here's payback
Now laugh.
Iast
you can Just
have get
the a Discover Card.

Then every time you buy something, you'll get a Cashback Bonus award.
It's like giving yourself a tip for a change.
To apply, call 1-800 DISCOVER or visit www.discovercard.com
You'll also get a competitive interest rate with NO ANNUAL FEE.

IT PAYS TO

DISCOVER
Up to 1% paid yearly based on annual level of purchases.
1999 Greenwood Trust Company, Member FDIC.
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